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IO-165 BAL Input/Output module 
 

With the modular setup of our amplifier designs we managed to 
build a very compact, yet efficient system. The Input/Output 
modules we present here are an extra add-on, providing most easy 
way of connecting a balanced XLR-input and banana output 
connectors to a system based on a CS-165 module.  
Unlike about everybody else, we use the patented InGeniusTM 
principle to convert and buffer a balanced signal into a single line. 
There was also space left to provide a regular RCA inlet, leading directly to the VS-module. 
These modules can also be used to get the correct signals for a bridge mode amplifier design. 
 

If a CS-165 is mounted on a heat sink located to the sides of a cabinet, connector wiring becomes 
most easy with this IO-165 BAL module. As indicated in the model number, the input is an XLR-
balanced input connector. We also made it possible to connect a regular RCA-connector as well, 
leading directly to the VS-module ACin line, so using the internal MCAP250 capacitor. 
All four connectors fit at the right place in a cabinet backside. 
In order to connect the XLR-input connector and the banana output connectors to a CS-165 module 
we made two models (left and right) of an add-on module, both stacked to a side of the amplifier 
module. The connectors can be mounted on the PCB directly or, as in most cases, are connected by a 
short wire to these IO-165 BAL PCB’s, nice and clean, NO wiring at all…... 
With the InGeniusTM chip, all interfering signals  are taken care of, immediately behind the input 
connector, as it always should be…….  
 
IO-165 BAL layout 
 Just stack the PCB to a side of a CS-165/VS-xx combination and the connector locations are available already. 
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The yellow circles represent the positions of the RCA-, XLR- and speaker connectors. The red lines represent 
the position of the CS-, VS-, and PS-boards. The minimum of required electronics is located just left of the XLR.  
Please note that we took special care about the path lengths of the input signal tracks; from the XLR up to the 
input pins of the chip they have the same length on both modules in order to prevent some (extra) imbalance. 
Also the chip output signal paths to the VS-connectors have exactly the same lengths. 
 
THEORY 
Unlike about 95% of all balanced inputs in all kinds of equipment, we are NOT using a simple Opamp layout as 
in the picture below, where a balanced (XLR) signal is converted by an Opamp to a single line signal for internal 
use. These circuits just and only convert two counterphase lines into a single line as shown in the next picture: 

 
These circuits behave very poor where an imbalance in the connections or prior circuits is a fact. 
 
Neither do we use the circuit used in professional audio- and measuring equipment, known as an 
instrumentation amplifier, where the circuit mentioned before is preceded by a pair of extra Opamps: 

 
They do behave better already, but still have an unpredictable CMRR ratio, depending on the line balance. 
Besides the fact that there are extra Opamps in the signal path, degrading sound a bit, this is still not an 
optimal situation in order to gain a maximum CMRR (line unbalance) figure. 
  
Instead, we are using THAT’s patented InGenius TM design: 
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Here, OA1, 2 and 4 are quite simple circuits, possible by 
the function of OA4. All in one 8-pin DIP.   
OA3 still has the function as in both other circuits. 
 
The THAT 1200-series InGeniusTM balanced line receiver 
IC’s overcome a serious limitation of conventional 
balanced (Opamp) input stages: poor common mode 
rejection in real-world applications. While conventional 
input stages measure well in the lab and perform well 
on paper, they fail to live up to their CMRR specs when 
fed from even slightly unbalanced source impedances 
— a common situation in almost any High-end and Pro 
sound environment. This is because conventional 
stages have low common-mode input impedance, 
which interacts with imbalances in source impedance to unbalance common-mode signals, making them 
indistinguishable from desired, balanced signals. Especially where connectors are (dis)connected often and/or 
become dirty over time, this causes a loss in sound quality rapidly due to an imbalance in the first two circuits. 
 
Developed by Bill Whitlock of Jensen Transformers, the patented InGeniusTM input stage uses clever 
bootstrapping in order to raise its common-mode input impedance into the megohm range without the noise 
penalty from the obvious solution of using high-valued resistors. 
 
Like transformers, InGeniusTM line receivers maintain their high CMRR over a wide range of source impedance 
imbalances — even when fed from single-ended sources. So while using this circuit you could feed a single line 
signal as well (into IN+) in this setup.  
 
Unlike transformers, these wide bandwidth (>20MHz) solid state devices offer dc-coupling, low distortion, and 
transparent sound in a small 8-pin package. 
 
Unfortunately these chips are way more expensive than regular Opamps used everywhere, but do the job right 
finally. And then again, we are not talking of tens of Euro’s or even more. 
 
So, for those who are allergic to Opamp circuits: this is NOT what you are used to! Perhaps you were right….. 
 

CIRCUIT 
The output signal of the patented InGeniusTM electronics is directly fed into the DCin of a VS-module. 
In that case the input capacitor on a VS-board is not used.  
In fact, your amplifier lacks ANY capacitor in the signal path while using our IO-165 BAL modules. 

 
The practical schematics as we used on this IO-165 BAL circuit. About everything is on the THAT 1200 chip, 
except RFI filtering components C1-C3 and R1-R3.  We used very low tolerance resistors and where in most 
electronics some very cheap ceramic capacitors are used for C1-3, we use 2% styroflex capacitors for this job 
instead, which are degrading sound at minimum, are long lasting and very reliable. 
Unlike other circuits, this circuit performs better than our amplifier designs.  
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Some figures: 
Frequency range:   >20MHz. 
Slew rate:                 12V/uS 
CMRR:  90dB under all circumstances 

 
GROUND plan 
The XLR input ground is ONLY connected to the Ground reference of the chip and to the GND pin of a VS-
board. While using our modules, this path is directed to the centre tap of the power transformer (EARTH), 
where only the input filter parts of the VS-module are connected. So, there are no disturbing currents flowing 
on this line. 
 
The backside (green) of this board leads the speaker- and power supply tracks. The ground plane is connected 
to LS- and grounded to Power ground/Earth via the CS-module. Also the (regulated) power supply parts find 
their ground reference here. It also shields the input signal paths and the electronics behind it in most efficient 
way. 
 
The front (blue) leads the input- and other signal tracks. Also, the RFI decoupling capacitors are grounded 
here. The front ground plane is an extra (RFI) shielding for the electronics and connected to earth, without any 
current flowing. Doing so, a VS-board is completely “packed” in RF shielding: by these boards from the side 
and by a PS-80 board from the front. However, you can put a calling GSM directly on the amplifier PCB, 
without hearing the dut, dut, dudut, dududut…… already. So, with these add-ons we believe you could leave 
them even without a casing around radar- or 4G installations.  
 
The inputs of an InGeniusTM are highly unaffected by ESD discharges and/or high EMI interference signals. 

 
OPTIONS 
This laser trimmed InGeniusTM chip is available in three versions with different amplification values: 
0dB(mostly 1Volt), -3dB(2 Volt) and -6dB(4 Volt). Normally we supply the 0dB variant, -3/-6dB on request 
where higher than normal signal levels are used, as f.e. in PA- and Studio equipment.  Just change the chip 
to a 1203 or 1206 type, that’s all. Probably we will call circuits using this InGeniusTM chip RQ versions. 
These boards are designed to use the cheaper THAT 124x models as well, functioning as the first schematic. 
They are also available with 0/-3/-6dB amplification. Probably we will call these HE versions. 

 
BRIDGE mode 
A specific way of connecting a stereo amplifier where about quadruple power is available is called bridge 
mode.  The slave amplifier needs to receive an inverted input signal, which is quite easy while using an 
balanced signal, since both leads have a reversed polarity, just as we need for this job. Then only one XLR is 
used and the IN+/IN- signal of the slave channel is fed REVERSED from the IN-/IN+ of the main channel. Doing 
so, the SP+ lead of the slave channel has the same signal as the master channel, but 180º reversed, just as we 
need to in order to bridge the amplifier properly. The output voltage then about doubles, meaning that the 
output power is quadrupled. Then, the speaker is connected to both RED speaker connectors. 
 
At the 2x5 pin connector close to the XLR-connector we provided a “tap” of the input signals. The XLR-pins 
lead to this connector as well as both inputs of the InGeniusTM chip. Normally (in stereo mode) they are two by 
two connected by a jumper or wire and so connected as in the left picture on next page.  
In special cases, like the use of a stereo/bridged switch these leads can be used for correct connection of the 
input signals as in the right picture of the next page. 
  
If there is interest in a special board, which can be connected to the left and right IO boards and providing the 
required reversed switching of the slave input, we could produce this as well. Also: without wiring. 
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Please note that MOST amplifiers working in bridge mode, one amp becomes the IN+ and the slave the IN- 
signal of the XLR connector without any extra electronics as shown in the middle picture. Then the phase issue 
is solved indeed, but the meaning of a balanced line is totally forgotten here. All imbalance of the line and 
interfering signals are then amplified in full and only at the speaker output they cancel each other out (if 
you’re lucky). This means that in these cases your amplifier has to deal with a lot of possible unwanted signals 
and/or becomes out of balance and even could go into clipping, which can be heard very well. We see this 
cheap, but wrong way of connecting in a lot, even high class, equipment unfortunately. 
 
In our approach, whether in stereo or bridged mode, both channels are protected by an InGeniusTM circuit 
against these events all the time. The result: extremely easy listening, natural sound. 
 
We also see reference quality amplifiers, where expensive connectors 
are mounted at the back. On the inside a small board fits to these 
connectors and is connected to the main board by a cheap flat cable, 
meant to connect f.e. LCD-displays. Board connection is made by a 
multipin mini connector (not even gold plated) of around E 0,50……… 
This makes no sense, right? 
We only use milled, gold plated, beryllium copper contacts to do these 
kind of jobs. 

 
MIRRORING 
The symmetrical power for this module comes from the V+ and V- from the VS-module and is then regulated 
at +/-15V. Since the voltage of ALL our boards could be inverted we have two locations for  the two resistors in 
the voltage rails. They need to be positioned in another location in case of inverted power use. 
  

DIY 
These modules are also available as kit.   
These THAT 1200 and other very interesting, rare, audiophile chips, transistors and passive 
components are available as well in our webshop. We provide f.e. EXICON Mosfets (specifically 
designed for the highest quality analog amplifiers), THAT audiophile analog (!) IC’s, MUNDORF power 
supply capacitors, crossover components and Air Motion Transformers (AMT’s), Audio Technology 
and VOXATIV drive units, PURESONIC connectors, and many more nice stuff….. -) 
 
 
If you have questions or comments on this project, let us know!  

 
 
 

These designs are copyrighted  
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2014. 
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